#MealTimeMilestones
Checklist
1 First Hold:
The spoon is successfully
gripped and held in their
chosen hand. Then
probably waved around
and dropped a fair bit.

2 Pre-Loaded Spoon (& In):
The spoon is pre-loaded (perhaps with a puree or
yoghurt equivalent, nothing too runny) and
there’s successful navigation of food to mouth.
Don’t worry if all the food doesn’t quite reach its
destination - it’s the motion that counts!

3 Scoop, Scoop:
Your child is able to scoop up scoopable food
(yoghurt, porridge, purees etc ) onto their own
spoon, and then gobble it up.

Hi-five
yourself,
because
this one’s a
biggie!

4 Enter the Fork:
The fork gets properly involved (woohoo!), and is
used to skewer soft, solid foods (halved grapes,
potato, cooked carrots etc) and transfer to the
cakehole.

5 Spoon / Liquid Showdown:
Back to the spoon, and this time it’s tricky. The
spoon is used to get liquid (cereal/milk, fruit juice
etc) from bowl to mouth without spillage.

Shows real skill, this one!*
*and to be honest, we know some
adults that struggle.

6 Enter the Knife:
The first cut is not always the deepest, but once
they can turn food from one bit into two bits,
consider this checkpoint checked. Cutlery combos
come later!

7 Fork ‘N’ Dip:
The food is skewered, but it’s taking a detour enroute. It’s getting dip-dipped (gravy, ketchup,
egg etc) before it goes down the hatch.
Shows great motor skills (coordination and
dexterity) and a burgeoning understanding of
food, too!

Some
drippage to
be expected!

8 On the Other Hand:
At this stage it’s likely that one hand has been
doing most of the hard yards. Time to get the
piece of cutlery in the other hand working too.
They don’t have to be operating in unison just
yet, but look for the unfavoured hand to do a bit
of scooping or skewering.

9 Combos:
First signs of cutlery being used together.
Whether knife and fork, spoon and fork, or spoon
and knife, tick this one if you can see your minigastronome using one to help get food onto the
other.

Major
breakthrough!

10 The Final Frontier:
When you’ve seen peas pushed on forks (or
spoons) by knives, sausages forked-steady and
then cut, and any other examples of doublehanded dexterity.

Bravo! If you’ve ticked all of these
off...well then you’ve got yourself an
awesome little feeder!
Cutlery skills take time and patience, but
you made it look like... a doddl!

